A WORD FROM THE
CHAIR..

I would like to take this opportunity to thank you all for filling in our
questionnaire and providing feedback to us on our recent survey.
Rest assured that this will help us shape plans for the next 5 years
for us to continue our work past October 2022 following a
successful ballot.
Like you I am passionate about what happens in our town centre.
This is why myself and the rest of the board decided to volunteer to
support projects that otherwise would not take place in our town.
Of course, without your funding and support our work would not be
able to proceed and for that we thank you.
Last year we introduced as a trial a summer market. The success of
this led to a total of 9 market events including the light switch on
and reindeer parade. This resulted in the most event activity ever
carried out by us in a year and supported increases in footfall across
the area on event days.
Many of you are now also accessing our marketing scheme brought
in last year and managed by Hamilton’s very own Made In Scotland.
We have been proud to continue our shop front grant scheme
alongside providing support through the pandemic with grant
information, additional PPE more.

RESULTS FROM
OUR SURVEY..

THE BALLOT
PROCESS..
The BID ballot is a confidential postal ballot managed for us by South
Lanarkshire Council on behalf of the BID.

Over 25% of businesses completed our survey. We will use this data
and your feedback to create our proposals for the next 5 years. You
were asked of the initiatives that we currently deliver, what bring you
the most value?

Voting papers will be issued to every single eligible person (i.e. the
person liable for paying the non-domestic rate, or otherwise
nominated person). As part of our survey process you were asked to
identify the eligible person and address to ensure our records are
correct. If you have any concerns or questions regarding the eligible
person and voting please get in touch at
malcolm.thomasharley@hamiltonbid.org.

Here’s the results below in order of importance with 1 being the most
important!
1. Hamilton Our Town brand and digital media platforms
2. Marketing campaigns. Outdoor, press, online
3. Grant support and advice
4. Visual improvements such as former ‘Baird’s’ wrap
5. Shop front grant scheme
6. Hamilton Markets / events and footfall driving
7. Free Wi-Fi
8. Lobbying for free parking and the resulting free after 3pm scheme
for Duke St
9. Free PPE initiative
10. Additional Christmas lights

To cast your vote simply tick the box answering YES or NO to being in
favour of the BID proposals. You will have 6 weeks, from the 25th
August, to cast your vote and return your ballot paper before voting
closes at 5pm on the 6th of October. Full details of this process and
our proposals will be detailed in our business plan which will be
issued in summer. You will be posted the business plan and it will be
available to view on our website at www.hamiltonourtown.co.uk
For the BID to continue there must be a minimum turnout of 25% (the
headcount) by number of eligible persons and by combined rateable
value. Of those that turnout, the majority must vote in favour by
number and rateable value.

We are working hard for business in the town with some of our
efforts visible and some that go unseen but are vital none the less.
We need a town that is inviting, vibrant and a great place for
business. A BID is all about local businesses working together to coordinate and bring positive change to an area. In 2022 we need your
support by voting YES at our renewal ballot.
Joann Smith - Excel Sales & Letting

WHO ARE WE?..
Hamilton Our Town was set up in 2012 as an independent
organisation to support businesses in Hamilton town centre. The
board are made of up of unpaid volunteers who give up their
own time to help improve the fortunes of the town centre.
Ops management, project management alongside all aspects of
the day to day running of the BID is under the remit of the BID
Manager, Malcolm Thomas-Harley supported by Lesley Arthur on
a part time basis.
If you are interested in joining the board, please get in touch with
Malcolm on 07854533788.

YOUR TOP
PRIORITIES..

WHY DO WE NEED
A BID?

Over the past few months we have been out and about speaking
to levy paying businesses and so far over 25% of you have
completed our survey. We've been finding out your views on what
you want us to focus on over the next 5 years. From this data we
have determined your top priorities so far.

If we the BID are unsuccessful with the ballot all services and
activities will stop on the 31st October 2022.

1. A cleaner more attractive area
2. Parking issues tackled though the BID’s lobbying for change
2. Strong and dynamic marketing campaigns
3. Networking and business collaboration
4. Improvements to signage
6. Business support and advice
7. Continuation of Hamilton Markets and events
8. A BID area loyalty card
9. Continuation of free Wi-Fi provided by the BID
10. Increase the size of the BID area

Examples of what will stop from 31st October 2022

There is no alternative organisation to fund and continue the work
and focus that the town centre receives now.

• Hamilton Our Town social media channels and website will stop
• Free public town centre wi-fi will be removed
• All planters around the town centre will be removed
• Planned events will not proceed including festive plans
• Town centre outdoor and digital marketing will stop
• Business marketing and photography schemes will stop
• Funding into the town through grants won by the BID will stop
• BID team contracts will end
• Lobbying in support of business in the area will stop
• All future planned BID projects and investment will not proceed
• Shop front improvement grant scheme will stop
This is a sample of the activity that would no longer take place in
the BID area. We need your vote for us to continue this work.

ACTION

VOICE FOR BUSINESS
As a key supporter of the town centre we will act as a unified voice
for business. With pride and energy we will challenge key
stakeholders such as the local authority ensuring that we promote
the highest standards for the town,
Whilst we are NOT the council, we can and do make our voice heard
on behalf of the BID businesses. We listen to you, raise issues,
challenges and opportunities on behalf of the area through regular
contact with SLC. The more active, engaged and collaborative as a
group together the louder our voice is.
From our recent survey we can see that the parking situation in
town remains a top priority for business and therefore we will
making our / your voice heard on this subject as part of our plans

ACTION

MARKETING OUR TOWN
You have told us that our marketing initiatives have been very important
in supporting getting the message out to the local audience. Our digital
channels are seeing engagement levels and follower numbers increase
substantially. (Facebook followers +60% since winter 2020). The work to
improve our content for businesses is working and the use of
professional photography, video content and now the introduction of
drone footage is paying dividends in the promotion of the area.
In 2021 we launched our new website with business listing and map
function alongside business promotional areas on the main page. We
also enhanced our marketing plan to incorporate business promotional
pieces sent out to our extensive mailing list of circa 12,000 people,
featuring on our website and digital channels. Press through paid
advertising, Malcolm’s new monthly Hamilton Advertiser column and
regular front page takeovers of the Hamilton people have enhanced our
offering. Outdoor advertising shop local and event campaigns across the
South Lanarkshire region in support of the town has added balance to
our extensive marketing mix.
But this is just the start! Growth in this area has been expediential and
we look forward to launching new and innovative schemes in support of
our BID businesses if we are voted back to continue our work.

ACTION

ADVICE AND SUPPORT
You want us to continue to be able to offer advice and support and
we know that this is important for you. Through the pandemic we
were proudly able to sign post grant availability and important
business updates alongside providing additional PPE.
General help and guidance is important to you alongside our
popular shop front improvement grant scheme.
We will continue this support through a continuation of the grant
scheme alongside work to introduce regular networking and
support initiatives.

ACTION

LOOK & FEEL OF OUR TOWN
How the town looks and feels is vitally important to you and us. Whilst
the responsibility to ensure that the town is maintained to the highest of
standard is with the local authority, we can and do make a difference.
From weekly reporting of waste issues, bespoke cleaning initiatives, shop
front improvement grants, improved lighting, planters throughout the
area bursting with colour and vacant building wraps – much can be
done. And if we cannot directly fix the issue we report, follow up and
challenge where necessary to get the issue resolved. Much of this work
goes unseen BUT as long as the issue is fixed gaining credit is of minor
importance.
Also, we do not want to see vacant units in our town and whilst we
acknowledge that this problem exists countywide – we will not accept
this as the norm. To achieve this we need footfall, marketing and a
joined up collaborative approach to the problems. We look forward to
working with the local authority and partners as a strong voice in
support of progress and change in the area.
If voted back in we will continue this work as a key player in the success
of the town.

ACTION

EVENTS AND FOOTFALL
Your feedback tells us that holding events makes a positive difference.
Benefits include increased visitors numbers and new customers, in
turn generating additional income. We know events also provide a
positive and engaging town centre experience that pushes back
against negative perceptions and acts as a powerful marketing tool.
In 2021 our approach changed to our events. We wanted our events to
be for the people of Hamilton by the people of Hamilton and that is a
strategy that we will continue to develop. Market stalls provide the
opportunity for BID area businesses to get involved, and the growing
number of community performers and groups mark the events as
proudly Hamilton. 2021 marked our largest ever events schedule and
whilst this was challenging given the restrictions, overall it was a huge
success and the right thing to do given the pressures that businesses
were under.
We will continue to expand our events schedule and drive footfall by
bringing exciting content to the town regularly, making Hamilton a
great place to visit and spend.

WHAT HAPPENS
NEXT?..

WE NEED YOUR VOTE

29th, 30th and 31st March – Open breakfast
meetings for members to provide further views
email, (malcolm.thomasharley@hamiltonbid.org)

The financial investment and support to the area that the BID
brings is vital. Investment and support not just through the levy
payments BUT also additional funding and grants.

30th April – submission of final BID proposal
From 25th August – Issue of ballot papers
6th October - Final date to return ballot papers
7th October day of the count

We are passionate about the future of this town. Many of the
volunteer board have businesses in the town centre and also live in
and around the area too.

There is so much that can be achieved working together to better
our town and help shape its future. But we now need your support
to continue the work and carry out future plans. There’s so much
more that we would like to achieve but we need your vote to do
this.
I'd like to take this opportunity to thank everyone for all the help,
support, feedback and participation over the past few years. I'm
very proud to be able to work hard to support this town centre and
hope to do so for years to come.
Malcolm (Manager, Hamilton Our Town (BID)
malcolm.thomasharley@hamiltonbid.org

